Thank you to all the local businesses
Your donation helped make our
30-Year Commemorative Member Appreciation Day Fun & Successful

😊 NOLA Doughnuts
😊 New Seasons
😊 Gardener’s Choice, Tigard
😊 Kordell’s Korner Garden Center
😊 Elephants Delicatessen
😊 Cha! Cha! Cha! Taqueria
😊 The Fit Foods
😊 Riccardo’s Ristorante
😊 Joe’s Burgers, Bridgeport
😊 Corona Mexican Restaurant
😊 Mod Pizza
😊 Nekter Juice Bar
😊 Miss Hannah’s Gourmet Popcorn
😊 Soft Surroundings
😊 Athleta
😊 Pharmaca
😊 Zupans